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To President J. Byron McCormick:

I am pleased to present the 35th annual written report on
the administration of the University Library for the fiscal year
1947/1948.

Respectfully submitted:

Patricia PayThre
Acting Librarian

ztittrzifg if riztnxa
TUCSON

$222.97, amount expended in 1946/47 for postage, taken out of Library
budget upon installation of University postage meter.

$2,253.32 carried forward from 1946/47 to cover labor costs on stack
installation; $350.00 transferred to Physical Plant budget to cover
cost of installation of fluorescent lights.

L BUDGET and G'ENDITUR

Original Budget

Wages $8,000.00
Supplies 1,800.00
Freight and Express 200.00
Binding:

Final Budget

$11, 800. 0O
1,577.03
200 00

penditures

$12,412.04
1,715.37
415.49

General Library 4,400.00 4,400.00 5,553.11
Law Library 400.00 400.00 84.70

Travel 18.00
Capital:

Books and Periodicals
General Library 20,000.00 21,731.00 19,907.41
Law Library 2,025.00 2,025.00 2,339.74

Equipment and Repairs 3.075.00 4.978.322 665.91

$39,900.00 $47,111.35 $47,111.77

Salaries 35.100.00 33,383.38 33,382.42

TOTAL $75,000.00 $80,494.73 1:0,494.19
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II. ACQUISITIONS

Phyllis Ball, Assistant (Acting Head)

1. Purchases

Some significant purchases made during the year:

R. Academia Espanola, Memorias, y. 1-3, 5-13.
Annals of Mathematics, ser. 1, y. 1-6; ser. 2, y. 1-16.
Benecke, Georg Friedrich. Mittelhochdeutsches Wörterbuch. 3v.
Bulletin of Entomological Research, y. 20-35.
Classical Review, y. 1-18.
Economic History Review, y. l-10.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo. Complete Works. Centenary Ed., 12v.
Force, Peter (ed.). Thacts and other papers relating principally to the

origin ... of the colonies of North America to the year 1776. 4v.
Great Britain. Parliament. Reports from Committees of the House of

Commons. 16v.
Haue, Berard. Head and Face Masks in Navaho Ceremonialism.
Harvard African Studies, y. 3-10.
Harvard University. Peabody Museum. Memoirs, y. l-5; Papers, y. 1-20.
Hooker, William Jackson. Species Fiicum. 5v.
Lumholtz, Karl S. Unknown Mexico. 2V.
Medina, Jose Toribio. La Imprenta en Mexico, 1539-1821. 8v.
Pilsbry, Henry A. Land Mollusca of North America. 4v.
Piron, Alexis. Oeuvres Completes. 1777. 7v,
Purchas, Samuel. Hakluytus posthumus, or Purchas his Pilgrimes. 20V.
Rousseau, J. J. Correspondence Generale. Ed. by Dufour. y. U-20 (to complete).
Sargent, Charles Sprague. Silva of North America. 7V.
Shelley, Percy Bysshe. Complete Works. Ed. by Ingpen & Peck. 10v.
Shirley, James. Dramatic Works and Poems. 1833. 6v.
Social Service Review y. l-13.
Wiselogle, F. Y. (ed.3 Survey of Antimalarial Drugs, 1941-45. 3v,
Film edition of current issues of The Arizona Daily Star and The New York Times.
16 min. film, Books and People: The Wealth Within.

Virginia Cochrane, Assistant
Barbara Smith, Documents

1946/47 1947/48

Number of volumes, beginning of year 189,247 195,909
Purchased volumes accessioned:

General Library 1,675 2,983
Law Library 414 469

Cataloged gifts and exchanges 3,496 5,158
Binding 1.356 1.452

Total added 6,941 10,065
Reinstated 5 8

New total 6,946 10,073
Withdrawn 284 486

GRAND TOTAL 6,662 9,587

Total volumes, end of year 195,909 205,496
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In addition, an effort was made to replace with complete works our
worn out stock of such standard authors as Ambrose Bierce, George Borrow,
Willa Cather, Samuel L. Clemens, Joseph Conrad, Henry Fielding, John Keats,
George Meredith, Thomas Love Peacock, Tobias Smoflett, and Henry David
Thoreau.

Increased book funds made available by the new budget allowed buying
of a quality never before possible. Gratifying growth in the strength of
library resources in such fields as agriculture and anthropology are espec-
ially noticeable, with credit to these departments for the interest, energy,
and patience devoted to their cooperation with the library. Other depart-
ments, however, seemed so stunned by the increase in their fortunes that
little improvement can be noted in their book buying habits. Thanks to the
generous funds allowed General Library, nevertheless many acquisitions were
made which will strengthen materially the basic resources of the library in
general fields. Special mention should be made of the success of our buying
in the second-hand market during the year. Miss Ball perfected our proce-
dure for searching for out-of-print items which resulted in the filling of
a greater percentage of orders in this catagory than ever before. This
sort of detective work is one of the most satisfying phases of library ac-
quisitions.

The installation of a postage meter for the entire University posed
a problem for the Library which had been accumstomed to paying many small
bills by stamps. The new routine is a clumsy time-consuming one for both
the Library and the Cashier, with its increased paper work and bookkeeping,
but no other solution seems possible at this time.

The newly-established School of Pharmacy was granted $750.00, outside
the regular library book funds, to build up a small collection of materials
to support its work. Several journals in this field were secured, and sub-
script ions placed for many current périodicals. Dr. Rufus Lyman cooperated
ably and cheerfully in this task.

2. Gifts

The total number of volumes received as gifts during the year was 4,736,
some 1,500 less than the previous year. Mr. T. E. Hanley led the list of
donors, as usual, with 2,716 volumes, bringing his grand total to 24,633.
Cataloging statistics show 17,039 Hariley volumes cataloged, which leaves
over 7,500 either awaiting cataloging o held in the Hanley duplicate collec-
tion. The Acquisitions Department supervised the processing of 4,067 vol-
umes from the Hanley Collection during the year (including all current ship-
ments received as well as some 1,300 volumes brought down from storage).
Ythen this somewhat staggering total is added to the record-breaking number
of purchases handled by the Department, we believe some sort of record must
have been established by Miss Ball who accomplished this work with the help
of only one part-time worker.

Other donors included Mrs. Hugh Austin, 51 vols.; Dr. N. C. Bledsoe,
931 vols.; Frederick Cromwell, 82 vols.; Thomas Hale, 181 vols.; Mrs. Samuel
H. Watson, 59 vols.; and the Wetherill Estate (through the courtesy of
Dr. Rnill Haury), 62 vols. Most of these volumes are still stored in our
basement, awaiting the staff to handle them and the stack space to house
them.
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The Army Map Service continued its shipments to us under its agreement
to furnish two sets of 25,000 Army maps. Some disposition should be made
of these soon, but proper cases to house them will require considerable
funds, and in addition, there is no possibility whatsoever of the present
staff being able to process them for use. They, too, repose in the basement.

Although no figure has been included in our statistics to cover it,
mention should be made of the Sanger gift to the History Department, since
it is at present housed in the library basement and since the Library had
to bear the considerable shipping costs. The gift has not been sorted or
tallied. One box was opened and found to be largely duplicates. It is to
be hoped that no further libraries of the extent of this one will ever be
accepted again by the University with the restrictions and stipulations
that surrounded this "gift". There are too many small libraries needing
materials of this sort and which could be making use of them for these
hundreds of volumes to be buried uselessly in our basement. It would not
be unreasonable, it ïs felt, to require a catalog or list in advance of the
University's committing itself to the acceptance of future gifts of this kind.

The gift of some 400 volumes to the
the Libraryt s policy of placing suitable
libraries. These often form the nucleus
not otherwise served, and help stinvlate
of public libraries.

Duncan Women's Club Library continues
duplicate materials in small Arizona
of library service to communities
local support for the establishment

3. Periodicals, Binding, cchanges

Miss Cochrane continued to be responsible for this division, and carried
the increasing work load with dispatch. The Libraryt s subscription list is
growing to the point where we shall soon have to add another unit to the
Kardex. This growing list has in turn increased our binding load, but
smaller more frequent shipments have spread this work fairly equitably
throughout the year. Our bindery figures this year are slightly higher
than last, and we again exceeded our budget, this tine by over $1,100.00.

The Periodicals Division this year took over the work of adding to the
various records and catalogs all the unbound serials and continuations re-
quiring this routine. This relieves the Catalog Department and seems a
logical change. The Division reorganized the two current periodical rooms
as its contribution to the general shift of all library materials following
completion of the new stack unit in the summer of 1947; in addition, a
visible index of the contents of the two rooms, on swinging frames attached
to the wail, was made for each room. Only one duplicate book list was pre-
pared during the year, from which 290 volumes were sent out on exchange. A
total of 194 incoming lists were checked, from which we received 608 pieces,
mainly periodical issues to fill gaps in our files. The Division this year

1946/47 194714g

Periodicals 1,079 vols. 1,243 vols.
Books 906 954
Pamphlets 203 312
Theses 56 102
Newspapers 4 14
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assumed the task of supervising the shelving of unbound periodicals, news-
papers, and university catalogs, as a courtesy to the Circulation Department.
In addition, assistants in the Division did all of the boxing and labelling
of unbound materials in the stacks to complete the housecleaning which ac-
companied the stack shift.

The unprecedented increase in the loss of unbound periodicals has been
a discouraging development. In the belief that faculty members might absent-
mindedly have taken issues to their offices, a mimeographed list of missing
journals was circulated. The response was so poor, however, that we conclu-
ded we had misjudged the faculty! Whatever the cause, this growing loss is a
serious one, involving expense in replacing issues, but even worse, result-
ing often in permanently broken files 'where replacements are unobtainable.
There is little comfort in reports that this is a national trend from which
libraries everywhere are suffering.

4. Documents

Mrs. Smith worked half-time only from September 15, 1947-June 30, 1948,
but since the hours given up were those formerly spent in the Circulation
Department, the Documents Division continued to function smoothly and pro-
gressively. The following statement of work achieved is taken from the re-
port of the Documents Librarian to the Head of the Acquisition Department:

"For the first time since this library became a depository, a master
distribution list covering the processing and routing of documents to the
Law Library and the various departments, public reading rooms, etc., of the
main library was drawn up. A complete list of all documents periodicals of
which we have consecutive holdings, both currently received and discontinued,
was compiled and titles added to the visible index of periodicals in the main
reading room. A complete shelf inventory was made of all documents periodi-
cals, and consistent effort is being made to obtain missing numbers.

"The USDA want list compiled during 1946/47 was distributed this year
to 61 documents depositories, and we are gradually obtaining missing items
through exchange arrangements.

"Document8 of the Coast Guard, Fisheries Bureau, and other smaller
divisions have been reclassified in compliance with the Documents Office
System.

"Noting a va1y increased circulation of documents during the first
semester, we started keeping count, January 1, 1948, and found that 637
documents had circulated over the reference and circulation desks by June 1.
This is exclusive of the use of documents in the stacks by faculty and
others with stack permits, and exclusive also of the use of documents
shelved in the Reference Room, where many of the more important sets of
bound documents are available to all."
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III. CATALOGING

Dorothy Siebecker, Head Cataloger
Willard B. Watson, Assistant Cataloger
Patricia S. Karinan, Assistant
Norma Barker (Sept. 1947-March 1946), Typist
Janice Bettwy (half-time Sept.-March, full-time

March- ), Typist
John Weaver (half-time March- ), Typist

The recorded cataloging statistics, with comparative figures for 1946/47:

With the exception of the Head Cataloger, the entire personnel of this
Department was new, for the second year in a row. In spite of this, and the
fact that the addition of a new professional position involved a reorganiza-
tion of the departmental work schedule, the output of work showed a gratify-
ing increase, from 3,286 main entries last year to 5,339 this year. The
Library was fortunate in securing the appointment of Mr. Willard B. Watson,
f ornrly of the Library of Congress, to the new position of Assistant Cataloger.
Mr. Watson's fmi1iarity with the new Library of Congress rules, as well as
his long experience as a professional cataloger, have helped immeasurably in
the production record of the Department. Work space was provided for this
new staff member by moving the Library of Congress depository into the hail
and releasing Room 207 for an office, adjacent to the main Catalog office.

Several changes were made in the routines, many with a view to simplify-
ing procedures, eliminating obsolete steps, and coordinating the work of the
various members of the Department. With the same staff remaining for the
corning year, there is every reason to believe that additional progress will
be made in the tremendous backlog of materials now awaiting cataloging.

A full-time assistant for lettering, accessioning, filing, and general
duties was hired on an hourly basis for most of the year, this arrangement
proving more efficient and economical than hiring several students each for

titles - volumes titles - volumes

Added copies: Continuations 1,882 3,131 2,256 3,326
Second copies 280 940 395 763

2,162 4,071 2,651 4,089

Temporary Cataloging 507 730 509 610
Recataloging & Reclassification 216 308 240 343
Law Library (new titles) 102 222 87 140
Hanley Collection (included in

"Total Main entries" above) 1,123 1,229 2,580 2,778
Cards added to Catalogs 21,502 35,899

1946/47 1947/48

Main entries (printed) 2,961 4,886
Main entries (typed) 325 453

Total Main entries 3,286 5,339



a few hours work. Miss Lucille Durzo took over this work when Mrs. Bettwy
moved up into Miss Barker's position upon the latter's resignation in
March. This gave the Department the equivalent of 5 persons.

The work on the Thomas Wood Stevens Memorial Theatre Collection con-
tinued until funds remaining from the original appropriation wore exhaus-
ted. General Library then assumed the cost of completing work in progress.
To date, some one thousand volumes have been cataloged, but as pointed out
in last year's report, no progress whatever has been made in cataloging
the manuscripts and correspondence in which lie the true value and unique-
ness of the Collection.

To Miss Siebecker goes credit for her ability to train and supervise
assistants, and to keep the routines operating in spite of the handicaps
of frequent staff changes and an unusual amount of staff illness. We be-
lieve we now have a cataloging staff whose output, cooperation, and pro-
fessïonal interest would be hard to match.

IV. SERVICES TO lIBRARY USERS

1. Circulation

Gertrude Hill, Head
Florence Junkin, Assistant
Baylor Davis, Reserve Book Room

The statistical summary of the work of this Department, with compara-
tive figures for 1946/47, is shown as follows:

Mach of the loss in circulation from the main desk for reading room
use is attributable to the shift of the library's entire general periodical
file from closed stacks to open shelves in the reference room. Although
these materials were undoubtedly used as mich as ever, it was a self-service
use and no figures, consequently, are available.

No explanation can be found in the drop indicated in the use of the
Reserve Book Room, unless it is a reflection of changing teaching methods.
It may be that the enormous enrollment in certain classes such as Psychology
and Business Administration precludes the use of supplementary reading
materials, The very size of these classes would make expenditures for
sufficient oepies prohibitive, and a return to a single text mandatory.

1946/47 1947/48
Volumes loaned for home use:

To Faculty (Main Desk) 5,674 6,591
To Students " " 31,424 34,170

Volumes loaned for reading room use:
From Main Desk 45,179 38,731
From Reserve Room 173,831 167,360

TOTAL CIRCULATION 256,108 246,852
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The service in this Department (at the main desk) continues to lag
behind the progress made in other departments. It is still felt that much
of the criticism levelled against the library arises out of the slowness
with which desk service is rendered. In part this is certainly due to the
fact that on an average of 7 hours per day the desk is manned by inexper-
ienced help who are hired by the hour. They have no background in the in-
creasingly complex mechanics of library service and no incentive to learn
or improve. The rate of pay, 75 per hour, for these people is considerably
less than the 98 paid University janitors or the 85 paid University
laborers to sweep the streets and rake the leaves. We cannot, therefore,
blame this help too much; yet we ourselves must take the resulting blame
for their incompetence. We need more professional help in this department,
paid a respectable salary, before we can offer the quality of service the
users of a university library have a right to expect.

It is with regret that we shall lose Miss Junkin this coming fall.
She resigns to attend Library School at the University of California. The
Circulation Department will miss her equanimity and sense of humor, both
assets in the busïness of serving the public.

The Reserve Book Room, in charge of Miss Davis, showed real improvement
in organization and management. The room was stocked in advance of each
term to a greater degree than ever before; follow-up procedures were perfec-
ted; discharging routines changed to help eliminate losses; stock rearranged
for maximum efficiency; and student staff schedules improved to provide
speedier service. A sampling was made on the use of books placed on reserve
for certain courses we felt were overloaded. As expected, the t11y showed
that a great percentage of the titles was not used at all, and the remaining
only infrequently. In the light of increasing shortage of space here, these
figures will be used in an effort to persuade the faculty members concerned
to revise and shorten their lists.

The Librarian concentrated on the Reserve Book Room during the year in
an effort to improve its physical aspects; its present facilities now in-
clude typewriter, telephone, catalog case, fluorescent lighting, truck,
bulletin board, and additional shelving.

2. Reference

Donald M. Powell, Head
Lutie L. Higley, Assistant

It is a pleasure to record the activities of this Department which, for
the first time ïn the library's history, offered full-time professional
reference service. This was made possible by the appointment on July 1, 1947,
of Mrs. Higley, whose work has been on a high level of professional excellence
and who has won the Department many friends.

Mr. Powell reorganized the entire reading room following the completion
of the new stack unit, so that it is now truly a reference room. Sets former-

ly stored there simply for lack of space elsewhere were retired to the stacks
or basement to make room for the entire general periodical collection which
now fills the east, south, and west walls of the main room. The north wall
is taken up by reference materials,
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In September the Department moved from the corridor next to the main
desk to the reference room, and in March replaced the temporary makeshift
enclosure there with handsome custom-built counters of double-faced shelves
which now form attractive functional quarters.

The following summary of additional activities is taken from the
Report of the Head of the Department to the Librarian:

"The purchase of a Recordak microfilm reader was a notable addition
to the facilities of the department. ... A beginning of an index to Arizona
materials in periodicals and other locations was made with the indexing on
cards of the Arizona Historical Review. Mrs. Higley began an index of plays
in collections to supplement the useful Ottemifler index, and she has worked
through about half of the picture collection with the intent of organizing it
under standard subject headings and adapting it better for use in this library.

"A major project undertaken was the revision and expansion of the
visible index to periodicals by the addition of entxies for ali non-current
periodicals of which the library has any considerable holdings. Two important
lists, the 1944-46 supplement to Mudge and the Classified List o! Reference
Books ... issued by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools were thoroughly checked against the library' s holdings. A number
of volumes were ordered after each check, but the ljbrarys holdings on each
list were gratifyingLy high.

attempt was made to fill out several sections of the reference
collection. A survey was made of annuals and continuations, particularly in
economics and business, and orders were entered for regular current purchase
of a number of volumes. A survey was made of state manuals and bluebooks,
and all manuals obtainable for states west of the Mississippi and for a
group of states east of the Mississippi have been added on a current basis.

"A record of questions asked was kept from Sept. 1, 1947. During the
ten months 3,490 questions were asked across the desk and by telephone.
Since pressure of work undoubtedly caused many queries to be forgotten, this
is not an accurate count. In addition, 55 inquiries were answered by mail.
Such a count is, of course, no indication of quality of performance, merely
one of busy-ness. During the next year it may be possible to make a detailed
analysis of questions asked over a period of time, with a view to examining
the satisfacty nature of the collections and the service.

"Inter-library loans borrowed from other libraries increased from 107
in 1946/47 to a new high for the current year of 146. Loans to other
libraries likewise increased from 175 volumes in 1946/47 to 194 for this
year. An increase was also noted in the extension loans now handled by
Mrs. Higley. A total of 423 volumes were sent out in response to 217 re-
quests."

3. General

a) Exhibits: Some of the exhibits shown during the year were: Conserva-
tion of Natural Resources; The Promised Land - For Whom?; Cats, Cats, and
More Cats; Big Town; Sma.l Town; O Give Me a Home - the Housing Mess; The
Politics of Hunger; Papago Indians; Wil].a Cather; United Nat1ons Books for
'ou.
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Special Privilege Cards: 190 cards issued to persons not connected
with the University.

Special Visitors: Mr. Edgar Leslie Bliss, Librarian, Henry E. Hunting-
ton Library; Mr. Elliott Arnold, author; Miss Helen Ridgway, Public Library
Specialist, American Library Association; and Mr. Curtis Benjamin, President
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, and University of Arizona alumnus.

Publications: 4 issues of the Quarterly List of Acquisitions; The
University of Arizona Library, A Short Guide, Rev, ed.

Auxiliary Reading Room: One of the University's TDU barracks was
assigned the Library in September for use as an auxiliary reading room, main-
ly for students who did not need library facilities but who did need a quiet
supervised study hall. The facility operated mornings and evenings until
March ist, and from then until May 30th mornings only. In spite of the
publicity given the facility and the efforts of the library to make it
succeed, its use dropped steadily. Over 800 was spent from the Library's
wages budget to furnish supervision, but in the light of the year's exper-
ience, it was mutually agreed by the Administration and the Library to dis-
continue its operation.

V. PHYSICAL FIANT & UIPMENT

The Library plant underwent more improvements in the year just past
than all the war years put together. Of major importance was the shift of
the entire book stock of over 200,000 volumes during the summer of 1947.
The most radical changes involved:

Shift of Arizona, Freeman, Holme, starred, and rare Hanley books
into the caged portion of the new stack area. The door into the cage was
not completely installed until December because of faulty blueprinting and
the conseq.jent necessity of extensive redesigning. It is hoped, however,
that little loss resulted from these restricted collections during the six
months while they were "open", but because these were the key to the entire
shift, it was impossible to postpone their move. The glass doors to the
shelves formerly housing these collections were removed to form open space
for regular materials.

Removal of the Hanley Collection from the 2nd to the 3rd tier. In-
tegration of all cataloged Hanley books formerly in storage with the main
collection.

Removal of general periodicals to reference room.
Removal of entire 300 classification to 4th tier.

d) Removal of university and college catalog section to more con-
venient location near main desk on 3rd tier.

Reorganization of entire basement storage.

After some false starts and preliminary miscalculations, the major work
of planning and supervising this tremendous task was carried out by Miss Ball,
with a crew of student assistants working under her. The work was further
complicated by the fact that the wiring in the new portion of the stacks was
not installed until Christmas. Al]. this exacting work was done, therefore,
in semi-durkness or by the aid of extension cords and flashlights. Labels
Were made for all ranges, including the basement, and systematic charges
completed for all materials shelved elsewhere than in their regular place.
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This hot exhausting dirty job was finished by the time school opened in
September, when, for the first time in many years, there was not a single
book anywhere on the stack floor.

Nevertheless, we have had to retain in our supposedly fire-proof stacks
unfinished wooden extension shelving in every corner of every tier. The
shelves are already overcrowIed in some sections, notably the Hanley collec-
tion; and additional shelving was purchased during the year to relieve
temporarily the congestion in the documents section (not affected by the
general shift). In view of the length of tine required to secure appro-
priations and execute contracts, it is hoped that the Administration will
begin at once to plan for a major addition to our stack unit. Any contem-
plated excavation of the sub-basement will be no more than a temporary palli-
ative.

Reference has already been made to the Recordak, the counters designed
for the Reference Department, and the facilities added to the Reserve Book
Room. In addition, two high tables with end racks for c4]. slips were built
to accomodate people working at the public catalog; fluorescent lighting was
installed in the circulation office, a steel desk and posture chair were pur-
chased for the new member of the catalog staff, four small steel and one large wooden
book truck were bought to relieve this shortage, an electric Clary adding
machine was acquired to facilitate the growing bookkeeping chores of the
Acquisitions Department; and a new (and unsatisfactory) typewriter was in-
stalled in the Catalog Department.

VI. PERSONNEL

Mr. Cromwell' s leave-of-absence was extended from January 1st to
December 31st, 1948, so that the library operated during the entire fiscal
year without his services. We did, however, enjoy informal visits with him
during his convalescence in Tucson following an attack of pneumonia in Mexico
City where he had gone in November to attend a UNESCO meeting.

Miss Siebecker, Miss BaU, and Miss Paylore attended the meeting of the
American Library Association in San Francisco in July 1947. While there they
enjoyed renewing acquaintanceship with former Arizona librarians William H.
Canson, Louise Milhigan, and Frank Lundy.

Mr. Powell, Miss Siebecker, Miss Ball, Mrs. Higley, Miss Cochrane, and
Miss Paylore attended the meeting of the Arizona State Library Assocïation
in Phoenix in March 1948. Mr. Powell presided as Chairman of the College and
Special Libraries SeCtiOn, at which Miss Siebecker appeared on a panel devo-
ted to the new Library of Congress cataloging rules. Miss Pay-lore partici-
pated in a general round table on "Understanding Arizona Libraries". Mr.
Powell was elected Second Vice-President of the Association and Editor of
The Arizona Librarian. Miss Sïebecker was elected Chairman of the College
and Special Libraries Section for 1948/49. Miss Faylore was appointed
Chairman of the Association's Planning and Survey Committee.

In May Mr. Powell and Miss Paylore accepted the invitation of the
President of the Arizona State Library Association to speak before the
Cochise County librarians in Douglas on the establishment of a state library
agency. Mr. Powell spoke to the Country Life Conference in Tucson in June
on the same subject, and Miss Pay-lore addressed the Roskruge PTA in support
of this project, which is this year being sponsored officially by the Arizona



State Library Association.

Miss Hill continued serving as editorial assistant of the Kiva, and was
elected Secretary of the Arizona Archaeological and Historical Society.

Miss Paylore prepared an article for the March 1948 issue of The Arizona
Librarian on HA Survey of Arizona Library Resources with Particular Reference
to Special Collections". She continued to serve on several American Library
Association and Association of College and Reference Libraries committees,
and began her second year term as Secretary of the Southwestern Lïbrary Asso-
ciation. She was also elected to the University's Committee of Eleven, and
served from February 1948 on as its Secretary.

VII. RECONDATIO

Stacks. It is urgently recommended that the sub-basement be pre-
pared within the year if possible to provide storage space until such time
as funds for a major addition to the main stack unit can be secured. Very
little space (none at all in some areas) remains in the present unit, and
there is little room for further expansion by way of additional wooden shelves.
By Christmas 1948 we shall be shelving books on the floor again.

Staff. New positions are needed to care for the increasing demands
made on the library by a growing student body and faculty. This is especial-
ly true in the Circulation Department, where additional professional help
would quiet some of the library's critics. But even more urgent than this is
the need for better salaries for many existing positions, especially the De-
partment Heads and their immediate subordinates. The new faculty constitu-
tion gives so-called "faculty status" to the Department Heads, but in prac-
tice the honor is an empty one inasmuch as the positions are not tied in to
any specific faculty rank, nor are benefits relating to retirement equally
available to them. Certainly the Libraryt s Department Heads should be given
the rank and salary of assistant professors (the present Heads have three de-
grees each, from such institutions as Wisconsin, Michigan, Duke, Swarthinore,
and Arizona), and the three immediate subordinates the rank and salary of in-
structors. All these people are professional people with excellent background,
training, and experience. They are rendering invaluable service to the Univer-
sity as a whole and should be given the recognition due professional members
of the University faculty.

Understanding. The past year, in spite of the achievements recorded
here, has been a trying one during which we were exasperated by shortages,
beset by misunderstandirgs, and racked by growing pains. It is devoutly
hoped that the future will bring peace and accord to this battlefront.

On the part of the faculty, greater cooperation is
needed with the library in helping build up the library's resources in
specialized fields; and a greater measure of credit extended to a hard-working
and loyal staff which does a remarkable job with remarkably little to work with.

On the part of the Library Committee, the Library
would like to see a membership which considered its committee assignment an
important way of interpreting the library and its problems to the faculty and
the Administration. While its structure and authority have not been clearly
defined, there would seem to be little argument for representation by Colleges
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on the Library Committee. This practice only emphasizes a partisanship
the Library should not be prey to. The best purposes for ali concerned
would be served more honestly by a sniafler committee consisting of
interested specialists in the larger fields of learning such as physical
sciences, biological sciences, the humanities, fine arts, etc.

On the part of the Administration, the Library
hope5 for recognition in increasing measure of the potentialities of
well-supported library facilities to the University as a whole.

For our part, we pledge ourselves to work unstint-
ingly toward maximum service to all, to cooperate cheerfully to bring about
the fullest use of our present resources, and to continue our efforts to
make the Library a respected component of the University.


